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SPANISH FOREIGN MINISTER EXPRESSES SOLIDARITY WITH GAZA POPULATION
13 January 2015
Gaza
 

 
ةزغ ناكس  عم  ھنماضت  نع  برعی  ينابسلإا  ةیجراخلا  ریزو 

The Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, H.E José Manuel García-Margallo, visited Gaza today to see firsthand the situation following last summer’s conflict and to
hear about the long-term humanitarian and political support required to help families in Gaza recover and rebuild. He also was interested to see the impact that Spanish contributions
are having on the people in the Strip. This is the first visit by a Spanish Foreign Minister to Gaza since 2005.
The Foreign Minister’s visit followed a week of winter storms in Gaza, which saw the coastal strip battered by freezing winds and rains, making life all the more trying for the families
whose homes are among the 96,000 damaged or destroyed by the summer’s conflict.
The winter storms have heightened the vulnerability of a population that is struggling to recover from the 50-day conflict. Reconstruction is slow and discontent is growing as funds
and support fail to materialize. To date, some US$ 135 million has been received by UNRWA, leaving a funding gap of US$ 585 million for shelter assistance. UNRWA is warning that
unless the current situation changes, funds for cash assistance will run out in February.
Thanking Spain for its continued commitment and support to Palestine refugees in Gaza, UNRWA Commissioner-General Pierre Krähenbühl said: “We are grateful for the support from
Spain and appreciate the Minister’s visit to the region. Continued political attention, financial contributions and focus on Gaza in these critical winter months are essential in helping
families to rebuild their lives. Sustainable recovery in Gaza will. however, also require all of us to look beyond the immediate challenges. Lifting the blockade and addressing Gaza’s
many other obstacles are key elements to strengthening dignity and attaining self-sufficiency for women, men and children here.”
Minister García-Margallo stated: “I would like to convey Spain’s solidarity with the people in Gaza at this very challenging moment. It is our intention to continue supporting Palestine
refugees and UNRWA. Let me stress the importance of the international community coming together to provide the funds so urgently needed to help thousands of families rebuild their
homes and secure safe and warm accommodation until these repairs take place.”
Spain is an important partner for UNRWA, contributing reliably to the Agency’s general operations, and providing valuable flexibility to meet emerging needs. The 2014 contribution from
Spain to Palestine refugees, through UNRWA, totaled US$ 8.3 million including contributions from central and local governments and the private sector.  Of this, US$ 1.3 million has
been pledged towards Gaza reconstruction. Spain has been a valued member of the UNRWA Advisory Commission since 2005.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
UNRWA is a United Nations agency established by the General Assembly in 1949 and is mandated to provide assistance and protection to a population of some 5 million registered
Palestine refugees. Its mission is to help Palestine refugees in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, West Bank and the Gaza Strip to achieve their full potential in human development, pending a
just solution to their plight. UNRWA’s services encompass education, health care, relief and social services, camp infrastructure and improvement, and microfinance.
Financial support to UNRWA has not kept pace with an increased demand for services caused by growing numbers of registered refugees, expanding need, and deepening poverty.
As a result, the Agency's General Fund (GF), supporting UNRWA’s core activities and 97 per cent reliant on voluntary contributions, has begun each year with a large projected
deficit. Currently the deficit stands at US$ 81 million.
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